Traditional Coffins
Our range of traditional coffins covers many styles and materials, from standard styles of coffins and
caskets in solid or veneered wood to more elaborate styles with intricate panelled sides and raised lids.

Forth
Elm veneer with a gloss finish. Featuring shaped
panel sides, shaped panel ends with a 1/2” round on
the lid, fitted with six brass effect Oscar handles.

£450
Almond
Light oak effect with matching moulds. Featuring flat
lid and sides, fitted with four brass effect Yorkrem
handles.

£325

Don
Oak veneer with a matt finish. Featuring a
flat lid and sides, fitted with six nickel effect
Yorkrem handles.

£350
Tweed
Mahogany veneer with a gloss finish. Featuring
flat lid and sides, fitted with six brass effect
Yorkrem handles.

£350
Spey
Solid oak with a gloss finish. Featuring panel
sides, raised lid with a 2 1/2” solid wood
moulding, fitted with six brass effect Oscar
handles and plume wreath holders.

£650

Nairn - Standard Colours £575

Standard Colours
Oak style veneer coffin engraved with contrasting fine panel details (in gold or silver).
Choose from our standard colours of White, Green, Red or Blue.
All are Forest Stewardship Council accredited and FFMA certified.
Select gold or silver handles to match the fine panel details.

Matching Ash Caskets available in Standard Colours

£70
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Nairn - “Expressions” any colour
plain or engraved £625
Choose a colour
Nairn, an oak style veneer coffin with your choice of any colour.

Choose a Coffin style
Choose from a range of different coffin styles. Either have your coffin plain, with panel detailing, or with engraved
panels. Example colour shown is ‘Purple Pout’

Plain finish

Engraving and fine panel detailing

Add any engraving
Choose any illustrated logo for your Nairn Coffin. We can create a logo of your own design which we produce
electronically for you to proof before committing to manufacture. See examples below.

Examples

Sports

Hobbies
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Emblems

